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DEDICATION
John G. Day, Sr.
This Town Report is dedicated to John G. Day, Sr. in commemoration of his 40
years of continuous service to the Town of Bristol in the Fire Department. He
started as a firefighter, moved to an engineer, to Chief Engineer and then served as
a Commissioner. He retired this past October as Chief Engineer, but will be serving
as the Department mechanic for a few more years.
John was born, educated and has lived in Bristol all of his life. He is the grandson
of a firefighter and some of his other relatives also served in the fire service. John
has two sons, John Jr. and Jeff.
He worked at several places in Bristol, A. E. Esty Machine and Tool, Public Service
of New Hampshire and now with the State of New Hampshire in the Highway De-
partment. He is highly respected for his abilities in each of these establishments. If
you need it repaired, John is Mr. Fix-it.
John was instrumental in the specification and eventual purchase of several engines
that are still in use by the Fire Department: 4E4, a 1250 GPM tanker/ pumper; 4R1, a
box van rescue truck; and 4B1, a rubber rescue boat with 25HP motor.
As with most firefighters many a family gathering was interrupted by an emer-
gency. John responded with no hesitation. All who serve in the Fire Service exhibit
this devotion to duty and John is no exception.
Good luck and Godspeed to Brother John G. Day, Sr. May he enjoy his
well-deserved retirement. Colleagues and friends wish him and Corrine the best.
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IN RECOGNITION
Ruth Ann Williams
On September 1, 2001 Ruth Ann Williams retired from the Bristol Police Depart-
ment after fifteen years of dedicated service. Ruth was a lot more than a secretary
at the Police Department. In addition to being a very dependable and conscientious
employee, Ruth was also a good friend and a source of comfort to many.
For several years Ruth was also a Supervisor of the Checklist for the Town where
she got to know and be known by many people.
Ruth and her husband, Burt, plan on taking time to travel as well as spending time
at the camp in Pittsburg and with family. Ruth enjoys all seasons and particularly
looks forward to skiing and snowmobiling in the winter.
Ruth, thank you for your service to the Town of Bristol and best wishes for a happy
and productive retirement.
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IN RECOGNITION
Mason Westfall
The Town of Bristol is honored to have Mason Westfall serve as President (2002) of
the New Hampshire Association of Conservation Commissions. He was installed
to the Association's highest office at a ceremony in Concord, November 3, 2001. We
know he will serve our State well during his term.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
This year, 2001, brought about many personnel changes in elected and appointed
positions. These vacancies were due to various reasons. Those filling the gap have
done extremely well and no disruption has occurred during the transition period.
In retrospect, the Town of Bristol has accomplished much in addition to the regular
and required services.
The Board of Selectmen returned to night sessions, thus enabling residents and tax
payers to attend meetings in order to express their concerns and problems. Many
favorable comments have been expressed with this new change.
The Board has worked closely with commissioners, department heads and employ-
ees in updating and revising the new personnel manual, a task much needed.
Wages continue to be a concern to a few of the departments. The Board has re-
viewed the present wage scale to address this issue.
The Bike Path appears to be in its final stages of completion with the necessary pa-
perwork being completed on easements and design. Construction is hopefully to
begin this year.
On a not so happy note, the Board must report that the budget was over-expended.
This was due to an over-expenditure in the welfare budget.
The annual Selectmen's report has said it in the past and will continue to keep say-
ing it. The Town is growing: not fast, but still growing. More and more municipal
services are being expanded. It is becoming harder and harder to find capable peo-
ple willing to volunteer to serve on Town boards and commissions when vacancies
occur. Still, with problems that appear to be arising along with those looming on
the horizon, Bristol, we feel, is showing moderate growth. We believe good ser-
vices are being rendered within a reasonable tax rate structure.
The Selectmen wish to publicly thank all Town employees for the job they have
done and acknowledge the long hours rendered by all appointed members of the
Town family who often go unrecognized for their contributions.
The Budget Committee, as in the past, is to be congratulated for its job of preparing
and presenting a budget for your consideration. The Budget Committee has
proved of great assistance to the Selectmen.
The Bristol Board of Selectmen
William R. Phinney, Chairperson Christos Stamnas Archie L. Auger
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2002 WARRANT ARTICLES
Article 1. To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing.
Polls close at 7:00 PM
and further action on the following articles at the Old Town Hall, in
Bristol at 7:30 PM on Wednesday March 13, 2002.
Article 2
To see if the voters of the Town of Bristol will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Hundred twenty-five thousand dollars and no cents ($525,000) for
the design and construction of chlorination/dechlorination wastewater
system Improvements, and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$525,000 of bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the Mu-
nicipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to is-
sue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. Furthermore, to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and
expend federal and state grants which may at any time become available
and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes of the chlorination/dechlorination
facility. (Recommended by the Selectmen) (2/3 ballot vote required)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 3
To see if the voters of the Town of Bristol will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fourteen million eight hundred ninety-one dollars and no cents
($14,891,000) for the design and construction of wastewater system Im-
provements, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $14,891,000 of
bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Fi-
nance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to issue and ne-
gotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon.
Furthermore, to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend
federal and state grants which may at any time become available and also
to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or private
source to be used for purposes of designing and constructing a sewage col-
lection system to the section of the Town of Bristol near Newfound Lake.
(Not more that 10% of this project is to be funded by the town)
(Recommended by the Selectmen) (2/3 ballot vote required)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 4
To see if the town will vote to purchase a One ton truck with all appurtenances for
the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000
for this purpose. (Majority vote required) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Continued...
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2002 Town Warrant Continued...
Article 5
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand
seven hundred and twenty-five dollars ($12,725.00) for the purposes of ob-
taining a needs analysis and feasibility study report on the potential re-
placement of the Central Street Bridge. This cost represents one half of the
total, with the other half being paid by the Town of New Hampton. (There
is an eighty- percent reimbursement through the State's Bridge Aide Pro-
gram, for this appropriation). (Majority vote required) (Recommended by
the Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 6
To see if the town will vote to purchase Self Contained Breathing Apparatus and
spare replacement cylinders for the Fire Department and to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $ 36,423.68 for this purpose. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article 7
To see if the town will vote to continue the seven year lease agreement for the pur-
chase of Self Contained Breathing Apparatus and spare replacement cylin-
ders for the Fire Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $
6,750 for the second year's payment for that purpose. This lease agreement
contains an escape clause. (Majority vote required) (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Article 8
To see if the town will vote to purchase a four wheel drive utility vehicle for the
Fire Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,000.00 for this
purpose. (Majority vote required).
Article 9
To see if the Town of Bristol will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,127,971
which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special
or individualized articles addressed. (Majority vote required).
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
Article 10
To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of Ch.187 that amends RSA
41:14-a, to allow the town to authorize the Selectmen to acquire, as well as
sell property as agents with authority over capital reserve funds created for
the purchase of land. This chapter does not allow selectmen to expend
more than the amount contained in any capital reserve account created for
the purchase of land. (Majority vote required) (Recommended by the Se-
lectmen)
Continued...
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2002 Town Warrant Continued...
Article 11
Shall the town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing that any town at an an-
nual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
rescission of such authority, the selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?
(Majority vote required) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article 12
Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 31 :95-b providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
rescission of such authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from the
state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which comes
available during the fiscal year? This authorization will remain in effect un-
til rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article 13
Shall the town accept the provision of RSA 72:38 II That provides tax relief for a pri-
vately owned air navigation facilities available for public use without
charge, that is part of a statewide airport system, may after paying all local
property taxes owed apply for a reimbursement grant in the amount of the
portion of property taxes paid on the qualifying area of the airport from the
state. (Majority vote required) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article 14
To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
Bristol Board of Selectmen
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Bristol, NH Grafton, SS
Supervisors: Raymah Simpson, Nancy Gavalis, Danica Spain
Ballot Clerks: Phyllis Schofield, Marcia Payne, Jan Laferriere, Nancy Dow
Police: C. Scott Haines
Moderator: Edward "Ned" Gordon
Town Clerk: Patricia Woolsey
March 13, 2001
The ballot box was checked and found to be empty. Polls declared open at 8:00am.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing. Total votes
cast on the Town Ballot: 522; School Election of Officers Ballot: 522; School Warrant
Articles Ballot: 520. The results of the votes cast were as follows: Selectman for 3
years: Andre Bourbeau 172; William Phinney 276; Douglas A Voelbel 57. Fire
Commissioner for 3 years: Robert Patten 473. Budget Committee for 3 years: Don-
ald Kimball 349; Richard Light 267; Joseph "Jay" Meegan III 246; Michael Soule 324;
John Williamson 300. Budget Committee for 2 years: Jeffrey Goodrum 404; Douglas
Voelbel 393. Budget Committee for 1 year: Jon Holmstrom 422. Police Commis-
sioner for 3 years: David Albert 298; Elsie Day 153. Trustee of Trust Funds for 3
years: Robert Ryan 428. Library Trustee for 3 years: Marilyn Blakeley 411; Barbara
Greenwood 437; Penny Persico 398.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendments to the existing
town ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board? (Corrects Zoning District
Boundary errors on the Zoning Map; Divides the existing Village Commercial Dis-
trict and Corridor Commercial District; reduces setbacks in the downtown Com-
mercial District; liberalizes parking requirements in the Commercial Districts;
changes minimum lot sizes in several of the Districts; revises allowed uses in vari-
ous Districts; introduces some new uses allowed by Special Exception, exchanges
some allowed uses in different Districts; introduces some new Definitions and
modifies some of the existing Definitions.) Vote: Yes 277 No 122
Polls closed at 7:00pm
And further action on the following articles at the Town Hall on Summer Street in
said Bristol at 7:00pm on Wednesday, March 14, 2001.
March 14, 2001.
Moderator Ned Gordon declared the meeting open at 7:02pm. Reverend Yvonne
Miloyevich, of the Bristol Baptist Church, offered a prayer. David Chorney led us
Continued...
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Town Meeting 2001 Continued...
in the pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. Reverend Richard Matthews, of the Bristol
Federated Church gave a speech about the Samuel Worthen Cemetery Fund, which
was created by Sam before his death. Sam wanted the cemeteries, not including
Homeland Cemetery, to be taken care of, therefore, money can be donated in Sam's
memory and given to Deb Shackett, Town Administrator to go into this fund.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars ($15,000) to be placed in the existing capital reserve fund for am-
bulance replacement. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this ap-
propriation, (majority vote required). Moved by Mark Chevalier and seconded by
John Bianchi.
Mark Chevalier spoke briefly to the motion and there was no discussion.
A voice vote was taken and Article 2 passed .
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000) to have a needs analysis and feasibility study
reporting on the potential replacement of the Central Street Bridge. This cost repre-
sents one half of the total, with the other half being paid by the Town of New
Hampton. There is eighty percent offsetting revenue through the State's Bridge Aid
program, resulting in five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be raised through general
taxation. The Selectman and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation,
(majority vote required). Moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Mike Bannan.
Chris Stamnas spoke in favor of this motion. He said the State of New Hampshire
stated that the bridge is safe now, but will need repair in the future. This money is
for a study on having the bridge repaired. A brief discussion ensued.
A voice vote was taken and Article 3 passed .
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six
thousand dollars ($6,000) to purchase a tract of land for expansion of our municipal
facilities. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation,
(majority vote required) Moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Jeff Goodrum.
Chris Stamnas stated that the land is between the highway shed and the PSNH
building. It can be used for a place for recycling, expansion of the highway facilities
or any expansion for the Town. A discussion ensued on the right-of-way that goes
down to the dam and the use of the property.
A voice vote was taken and Article 4 passed .
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in the existing capital reserve fund for fire
department equipment replacement. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recom-
mend this appropriation, (majority vote required) Moved by Bob Patten and sec-
onded by John Bianchi. Continued...
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Town Meeting 2001 Continued...
Bob Patten spoke for the motion stating that this is for the purchase of a new truck
in the year 2005 or 2006. Would like to put a little aside each year instead of hitting
us all at once. They currently have $30,000.00 in this account.
J.P. Morrison Jr. made a motion to amend Article 6 to read: To see if the town will
vote to change the amount raised to $25,000. All other wording to remain the
same. Scott Doucette seconded it. Mr. Morrison felt this figure should be lower
and hoped everyone would support this amendment. He felt the ambulance
should be shared with the other Towns. Norm Skantze encouraged the people to
leave the article the way it was originally presented as the cost of an ambulance in
2005 or 2006 could be costly.
A voice vote was taken on the amendment to Article 5 and the motion failed.
It is now back to the original warrant article and there was no further discussion.
A voice vote was taken on Article 5 and it passed .
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty
thousand dollars ($40,000) to purchase equipment and/ or facilities to initiate a vol-
untary recycling effort. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Not recom-
mended by the Budget Committee, (majority vote required) Moved by Joe
Denning and seconded by Mike Barman.
Mike Bannan spoke on the motion stating that several years ago the Board of Select-
men had wanted to look into recycling, but it never happened. In 2000 they decided
to create a committee to look into this program. The committee came up with a
5-year plan and presented it to the various boards. This Article would be the first
step in the recycling program. Mr. Bannan went on to explain what the $40,000
would be used for and how we should be recycling now. The point of recycling is to
protect the environment. Questions were raised as to whether extra personnel
would be needed and Mr. Bannan responded that right now that would not be the
case, but in the future there would be. Skip Bowie wanted the public to know that
this is just the initial phase and the cost will go up each year. Mr. Bannan re-
sponded that you can't look at just the cost, there will be income coming back to the
Town.
A voice vote was taken on Article 6 with it failing. As it was close, the Moderator
called for a show of hands with the following results: Yes 42 and No 68. Article 6
failed.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty
five thousand, nine hundred fifty one dollars ($55,951) to replace the two-way ra-
dios for the Fire Department. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation, (majority vote required) Moved by Steve Curley and seconded
by Lee VonDuyke.
Continued...
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Town Meeting 2001 Continued...
Steve Curley spoke to the motion and stated that the current radios are 25 years old.
The new radios will eliminate the skip they currently have and it is high frequency.
After December 31, they will not be able to communicate with anyone else but
themselves. Currently they have low band frequencies and everyone is changing to
high band frequencies. A discussion ensued on whether these radios were neces-
sary or a luxury.
A voice vote was taken on Article 7 and it passed .
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sev-
enty thousand dollars ($70,000) to order a twenty (20) year assessment of the water
and sewer system which includes the feasibility of extending our sewer lines to the
Bristol portion of Newfound Lake. This cost to be off-set by fifteen thousand dol-
lars ($15,000) from the Sewer Capital Reserve Fund and the balance of fifty five
thousand dollars ($55,000) to be raised through general taxation. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation, (majority vote required).
Motion moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Burt Williams.
Burt Williams spoke to the motion. They are looking to extending sewer service to
the Lake. Major federal funding will be expected to pay for the main part of this
expansion.
Sewer is needed at the Lake. Susan Duncan spoke for the article stating that what
the Budget Committee looked at was not the Water & Sewer users, but the protec-
tion of our water table. She felt that whether you are a customer of the Bristol Water
& Sewer Company or not, you have water coming from somewhere and we need to
protect this. Discussion ensued on whether this will promote growth at the Lake
and whether the surrounding Towns are looking into the sewerage problems.
A voice vote was taken and was too close to call. The Moderator called for a raise
of hands and the vote was as follows: Yes 56 No 53. A ballot vote was taken at
the request of 10 people. The final vote for Article 8 was as follows: Yes 63 No
55. Article 8 passed .
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighty
five thousand dollars ($85,000) to purchase a dump truck for the highway depart-
ment. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation,
(majority vote required). The motion was moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded
by Richard Walenda.
Richard Walenda stated that we need this truck and we should vote for this.
J.P. Morrison Jr. made a motion to amend Article 9 to read as follows: To see if
the town will vote to change the amount to be raised to $25,000.00. With this
money being placed in a capital reserve fund for the Highway Dump truck replace-
ment. Seconded by John Williamson.
Continued...
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.
Mr. Morrison stated that we are being asked for a lot of money and you can't have
everything in one year. Bruce Wheeler questioned why they needed the truck now
and if they were desperate. Mark Bucklin, highway supervisor, stated that the
truck they have now is 15 years old and it is rusting. It currently has 100,000 miles
on it and the hours are high. There were many questions regarding repairing the
rust and truck, but Mr. Bucklin stated that there are mechanical problemsas well.
A
voice vote was taken on the Amendment to Article 9 and the amendment failed.
Further discussion came as to the type of trucks being purchased and if the High-
way Department had looked into different types that might last longer.
A voice vote was taken on Article 9 and passed.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to purchase a new Loader for the highway de-
partment and to authorize the withdrawal of seventy five thousand dollars
($75,000) from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of
twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000) is to come from general taxation. The Select-
men and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation, (majority vote re-
quired) Moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Susan Duncan.
Chris Stamnas stated that the Loader and the previously discussed truck were pur-
chased in the same year.
A voice vote was taken on Article 10 and passed .
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to replace the roof at the fire station. The Select-
men and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation, (majority vote re-
quired) Moved by John Bianchi and seconded by Bob Patten.
John Bianchi spoke for the motion stating that the roof has a major leak in the back
of the building and feels that if it is not repaired now, it could be up for some major
repairs in the future. Questions were raised as to whether an addition will be
added to the Fire Station and if so, would they be going up. Mr. Bianchi stated that
the intent is not to go up, but to extend the bay area toward down town Bristol by
another 24'.
A voice vote was taken on Article 11 and passed .
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an additional
sum of two hundred ten thousand, eight hundred dollars ($210,800) to construct the
multi-use path. We have been awarded an 80% grant from the Department of
Transportation in the amount of one hundred sixty eight thousand, six hundred
forty dollars ($168,640). The balance of forty two thousand one hundred sixty dol-
lars ($42,160) to be raised through general taxation. Additional grants and private
Continued...
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Town Meeting 2001 Continued...
donations will be sought to offset the expenditure of public funds. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation, (majority vote required)
Moved by Joe Denning and seconded by Leslie Dion.
Leslie Dion gave a history of the Bike Path project. She then answered questions
such as if this money goes through, when will it be built; who will patrol it and pick
up the trash. It was stated that if the money goes through, construction of the path
will start this spring and the police department stated that they would patrol it.
Several people spoke in favor of the path with their concern being the crossing of
the road at the bridge. Some felt that the path sounded nice, but felt it was a little
much to pay for only a little over a mile. Mr. Denning referred to the survey results
on what people wanted in the Town, and the Bike Path was on the top of the list.
A voice vote was taken on Article 12 and passed .
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an additional
sum of one hundred thirteen thousand five hundred forty eight dollars ($113,548)
to construct the multi-use path. We have been awarded an 80% grant from the De-
partment of Transportation in the amount of ninety thousand eight hundred thirty
eight dollars ($90,838). The balance of twenty two thousand seven hundred ten dol-
lars ($22,710) to be raised through general taxation. Additional grants and private
donations will be sought to offset the expenditure of public funds. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation, (majority vote required)
(Note: The entire expenditure is recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommends this appropriation, (majority vote required) Moved by Joe
Denning and seconded by Barry Wingate.
Susan Duncan wanted to clarify that the language presented above was not what
the Budget Committee intended. The Budget Committee supported this only if the
money was raised through donations or grants and not through taxation. Les Dion
stated that Mrs. Duncan was right and it is their intent to go for grants and dona-
tions to finish the final project of the BikePath, but this would allow them to go for-
ward to the completion. The Moderator suggested that the Selectmen might agree
that they would not go forward with this part of the project if it required Town ex-
penditures. The question was as to whether to leave the article as it is or amend it to
restrict the expenditures of the funds. It was decided to leave the Article as pre-
sented.
A voice vote was taken on Article 13 and it passed .
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
million, seven hundred nine thousand, seven hundred one dollars ($2,709,701)
which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special or indi-
vidual articles addressed above. This appropriation recommended by the Budget
Continued...
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Town Meeting 2001 Continued...
Committee. Moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Jay Meegan.
Susan Duncan spoke on the budget and the process that the Budget Committee
went through this year. She also stated that there had been many increases and felt
they needed to look at how this would affect the taxpayers. The increases were
stated as well as how the Budget Committee presented their final figures. A ques-
tion was raised to the increase in payroll and why it had gone up so much. Mr.
Stamnas stated that a lot of it was due to the uncontrollable insurance cost and the
combination of the EMS and Fire Department. Steve Curley stated that revenues,
which are not showing, offset a lot of the increase to the Fire Department. Archie
Auger questioned Legal Litigation (page 11) and what is the difference in the
Budget Committee recommendation and the Selectmen's request. Joe Denning
stated that they are looking into the deregulations of Public Service and if the Town
can benefit from the possible buying in of the Dam. It is a couple of years down the
road, but the Town needs to hire legal counsel to look into this for them.
J.P. Morrison Jr. made a motion to amend Article 14 as follows: To see if the town
will reduce the total operating budget appropriation by $7,500.00. This is the
amount estimated for regular mowing at Kelly Park. The maintenance man would
have to continue doing it, not a private contractor. Seconded by Kerri Mattson.
Mr. Morrison stated that under the Kelley Park budget, Maintenance/ Repairs, has a
large increase for the mowing of the park. He felt that the Town of Bristol's mainte-
nance man should be mowing the park and not having a private contractor to do
this. There was a lengthy discussion concerning the safety issues, the cleaning of
the park and how much attention needs to go into maintaining it.
A voice vote was taken on the amendment to Article 14 and it passed .
The Moderator read Article 14 as it was amended with the new number being
$2,702,201.
A voice vote was taken on Article 14 as amended and it passed.
ARTICLE 15. To see whether the Town of Bristol will authorize the Selectmen to
enter into contract with the Bristol Historical Society, a non-profit corporation, to
lease the premises known as the "old fire house" located at the intersection of South
Main Street and High Street within the Town of Bristol. Said lease shall be for a pe-
riod of ten (10) years, in exchange of payment of one dollar ($1.00) per year. Article
submitted by petition. Moved by Beverly McKenna and seconded by Danica Spain.
Mason Westfall made a motion to amend Article 15 as follows: The Town of Bris-
tol authorize the Selectmen to enter into a contract with the Bristol Historical Soci-
ety,
Continued...
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a non-profit corporation, to lease the second floor of the premises known as the
"Old Fire House" located at the intersection of South Main Street and High Street
within the Town of Bristol. Said lease shall be for a period of ten (10) years, in ex-
change for the payment of one dollar ($1.00) per year. Seconded by Norman
Skantze.
The main change was to specify the Historical Society use only the second floor.
Beverly McKenna gave a history of the Historical Society. Currently the Historical
Society is located here in the Old Town Hall, but there is no security and no place to
permanently display the items they have in their care. Many of the discussions re-
volved around the 10-year issue and how this could affect the Town if they needed
that space. Many suggestions were given as to a yearly lease or longer, but not 10
years.
A voice vote was taken on the Amendment to Article 15 and passed by a voice
vote.
Jay Meegan made a motion to Amend Article 15 as follows: To amend the Article
from allowing the Selectmen to extend the lease to any other services beyond the
second floor space, to have the Historical Society pay for the heat and electric, and
not to extend the lease beyond 3 years. Seconded by Jeff Goodrum.
Mr. Meegan stated that he was fine with space but felt we did not need to be paying
the electric bill or heating and that the time limit should be 3 years, because 1 year
is not enough and 10 years is too long. Danica Spain felt that the Historical Society
has been moved many times and it is our responsibility to give them a place to stay.
A voice vote was taken on the Amendment to Article 15 and failed.
Jay Meegan made a motion to Amend Article 15 as follows: To amend the Article
to reduce the term to 3 years. Seconded by Mark Chevalier.
A voice vote was taken on the Amendment to Article 15 and failed.
A voice vote was taken on Article 15 as amended (the first time) and passed .
ARTICLE 16. To see whether the Town of Bristol will vote to delegate highway ac-
ceptance authority to the Selectmen. Moved by Chris Stamnas and seconded by Joe
Denning.
Chris Stamnas spoke on the Article and stated that this is basically a housekeeping
issue. The Selectmen have accepted roads in the past and have no record of them
having the authority to do so. A question arose as to why we need to do this and
Mr. Denning stated that from time to time, the Selectmen accept roads and just
couldn't find the documents in writing giving them the authority to do so. We can
not close roads, only accept them.
A voice vote was taken on Article 16 and passed .
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to appoint a Space
Continued...
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Needs Committee, charged with the purpose of analyzing, planning and making
recommendations on the physical space requirements and location of all depart-
ments of the Town. This to be accomplished through extensive input from depart-
ment heads, Planning Board, and perhaps visits to other municipal facilities. Re-
sulting report, including time line and general cost estimates, to be presented at a
public hearing prior to October 2001. Moved by Joe Denning and seconded by
Chris Stamnas.
Joe Denning stated that this Article is to establish a group to look at the Town's
space needs. There will be no cost to the Town. Susan Duncan stated that she is
concerned with the Selectmen spending money. Joe Denning stated that it is not
the Selectmen's intent to spend any money on this.
A voice vote was taken on Article 17 and it passed .
It was noted to thank all the people who worked on the budget with a round of ap-
plause. The Moderator also wanted to acknowledge Andre Bourbeau for his years
of service as a Selectman. A round of applause was given to Mr. Bourbeau.
As there was no further business, Richard Walenda made a motion to adjourn,
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
2001 TAX RATE CALCULATION
TOWN/CITY: Bristol
Appropriations
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2001 Tax Rate Calculation Continued.
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM DEBT
Long-term debt payable at December 31, 2000, is comprised of the following:
Description
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The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of
December 31, 2000, including interest payment, are as follows:
Annual Requirements To Amortize General Fund Debt
General Fund Debt
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2001 SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
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PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/ Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main St., Concord, NH 03301-5063 (603)225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT




We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Bristol as of and for the year ended December 31, 2000 as listed in the table
of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the
Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the ac-
counting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the gen-
eral fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal enti-
ties in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Bristol has not maintained histori-
cal cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the gen-
eral fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission de-
scribed in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements re-
ferred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Town of Bristol as of December 31, 2000, and the results of its operations and the
cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements of the Town of Bristol taken as a whole. The combining and
Continued...
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individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the gen-
eral purpose financial statements of the Town of Bristol. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose fi-
nancial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in
relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
March 9, 2001 Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association
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2001 TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
6189 Motor Vehicle Registrations $386,827.00
Dog Licenses
522 Licenses $3,215.50
10 Dog Fines 250.00
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FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF Bristol
MS-61
YEAR ENDING December 31 ,2001
CREDITS
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ASSESSOR'S AGENT REPORT
Many changes are occurring at the State level that will have an impact upon how
assessments are administered around the State. These changes are one result of the
State-wide Property (School) Tax.
Every 5 years each Town will be required to be certified' by the Department of
Revenue Administration. Bristol is slated for certification in 2006. At that time the
State will review all aspects of the assessing department.
The most important item to be measured is the relationship between assessments
and market value. The Assessing Standards Board (ASB) is recommending that as-
sessments be between 90% and 110% of market value.
Since the revaluation of the Town in 2000 the market has continued to increase for
most properties in Town, which, because the assessments stayed the same, has
caused the assessments to fall below market value. This past year (2001) the assess-
ments will likely fall to the limit of 90% (we will know the 2001 ratio for certain by
spring 2002). If nothing is done, and the market continues to increase, we will likely
be forced to perform another full revaluation before 2006.
In order to avoid this need for another revaluation, the Selectmen have supported
the idea of keeping assessments current to market value each year. Proceeding in
this way will allow for moderate adjustments to assessments as opposed to the dra-
matic adjustments that occur with full revaluations. Proceeding this way is also a
much more inexpensive way to keep assessments uniform than the typical full re-
valuation.
The assessing staff will perform these annual assessment updates' in-house. Prop-
erties will be inspected on a cyclical basis, once every five years, beginning this year
(2002), with one-fifth visited each year.
During the summer the appraisers will adjust property assessments as the market
indicates. Classes or areas of properties experiencing increases in market value will
realize increased assessments. If the market has not changed for certain sectors of
the Town, then no changes will occur to those assessments, and if there are areas in
Town that have decreased in market value, then these property assessments will be
decreased accordingly.
Property owners with changed assessments will be notified by first-class mail of
any changes, with an opportunity provided to discuss the changes with the staff
appraisers, before tax bills are mailed.
All changes occurring will be based upon sales of properties occurring in the Town
over the previous year. Taxpayers will be informed of the sales in their area that led
to any changes in assessments.
Continued...
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Beyond the State requirements for proportionate assessments is the matter of fair-
ness. For example, if the Town as a whole is assessed at 95% of market value, and
there is a group of properties assessed at 75% of market value, then there is a sub-
sidy occurring where those that are properly assessed are paying a share of the
property tax that is not rightfully theirs. In order to ensure that there is no subsidy
occurring, all properties in the Town must be assessed at the same level of market
value at the same time.
We understand that these cycled inspections will cause some inconvenience to tax-
payers, and we will do our utmost to keep the process as expedient as possible, and
we will adjust our schedule as much as possible to accommodate taxpayers. It is
very important the data on file for each property be accurate in order to ensure an
accurate assessment. In the meanwhile, we encourage all taxpayers to review the
information on record for their property when they have an opportunity . You may
request an inspection of your property at any time. We would be happy to go over
the information with you and ensure that there are no errors of record.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Selectmen and the Town Ad-
ministrator for their guidance and support over this past year. We also thank our
fellow department heads and co-workers for their able assistance and their consis-
tent good cheer. Most of all we thank the taxpayers for their patience, assistance
and understandings as we have moved to modernize the assessment function in the
Town.
Respectfully,
Wil Corcoran, Assessor's Agent
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2001 TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
1. General Fund
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7. Sewer Commission
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT
On September 11, 2001, the reality of terrorism attacked our home soil. We all
watched in disbelief as Washington DC and New York City were attacked and the
safety and security of our nation challenged. That day the mission of every emer-
gency response agency in the country changed in a very dramatic way. Emergency
personnel were recognized as the Nation's front line defense. Since September 11,
2001, the role of emergency response personnel has broadened as the expectations
of the public increased. Average citizens also reacted by increased volunteerism,
generous monetary gifts, blood donations and support of the local and national ef-
fort to ensure emergency preparedness and Homeland Security.
President Bush's budget for 2003 includes a significant commitment to increasing
Homeland Security. According to the Office of Homeland Security web site the FY
2003 budget directs $ 37.7 billion to Homeland Security. In addition to funding the
OHS has developed a citizens' corps that includes Community Emergency Re-
sponse Teams, Neighborhood Watch programs, Volunteers in Police Service, Medi-
cal Reserve Corps, Operation TIPS (Terrorist Information and Prevention System)
and the Citizen Corps Council. The Citizen Corps Council is coordinated by The
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and is designed to operate within
each community for the purpose of arranging necessary training and providing
public education and awareness. Most of these initiatives are in the development
stage.
Locally, the Emergency Management Plan was revised and distributed. This plan
was written with the assistance of the State Office of Emergency Management and
details the organizational structure and procedures to be utilized when a state of
emergency is declared. In addition to the State plan, the Lakes Region Planning
Commission applied for and received a grant to study the Towns of Hebron and
Bristol for the purpose of developing a Hazard Mitigation Plan. A committee com-
prised of the Emergency Management Director, Norman Skantze, Assistant Emer-
gency Management Director, Del Woodard, Police Chief Barry Wingate, Acting
Town Administrator Bill McChesney, Public Works Director Jeff Chartier, and
Highway Supervisor Mark Bucklin, have been working on the development of the
plan since December 2001. The plan includes identifying critical facilities, commu-
nity hazards and establishing goals for future mitigation strategies. It is our hope
that once completed the committee will continue in the capacity of Local Emer-
gency Planning Committee.
Respectfully submitted:
Norman W. Skantze Del Woodard
Emergency Management Director Assistant Emergency Management Director
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BRISTOL POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Bristol Police Commission and the Chief of Police submit the following report
for the year 2001. This past year the Police Department received four new digital
mobile radios on a Federal Grant for our four police vehicles. Due to the new
state-wide Law Enforcement (Lawnet) Digital Radio System we will need to replace
our old analog type portables and base radio system with new digital radios in the
near future. This changeover will allow us to be part of the state-wide Law En-
forcement (Lawnet) Digital Radio System.
The Police Department will also, in the future (2003), need to upgrade its current
computer system. This will include both software and hardware. This will make
the Department more efficient and allow us to be compatible with other Police De-
partments as well as State Police.
During the month of July, Patrol Officer Burns left the Bristol Police Department to
become an officer for the Town of Plymouth. Due to the current demands for police
officers in the State and nationally, the Police Department is doing its best to recruit
qualified applicants to fill this position. We are also trying to retain our current of-
ficers. Special Officer Stephen J. Hankard resigned his position in August after four
years of service. Through attrition, the Police Department has gone from ten part-
time Special Officers down to four.
During the month of August, Gylene Salmon joined the Police Department to re-
place retiring Secretary Ruth A. Williams. We would like to thank Ruth for her 15
years of service to the Town of Bristol and the Bristol Police Department.
In 1994 the Town Space Needs Committee recommended a new public safety build-
ing complex. Since then the Emergency Medical Services Department has merged
with the Fire Department and has moved its operations to the fire station. In order
to have a safe and efficient work environment, the Police Department needs to have
expanded facilities. We hope the current Space Needs Committee takes this into
consideration and in the near future the Town of Bristol will address this situation.
The Police Commissioners and Chief Wingate would like to take this opportunity to
thank the men and women of the Police Department for the good services that they
provide to the Town of Bristol.
The Bristol Police Department would like to thank the New Hampshire State Police
and the Grafton County Sheriff's Department for their assistance this past year. We
would also like to thank the police departments in surrounding towns for their as-
sistance to us, under our mutual aid agreements.
The Bristol Police Commission and all members of the Bristol Police Department,
wish to thank you for your support and cooperation this past year.
Respectfully submitted: Police Commissioners
Michael W. Bannan, Chairman Carroll M. Brown, Commissioner
David J. Albert, Commissioner Barry Wingate, Chief of Police
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Below is a list of statistics of several areas handled by





Motor Vehicle Thefts 5
Sexual Assaults 7










Defective Equipment Tags Issued 44
Parking Tickets Issued 150
SECURITY
Burglar Alarms Answered 143
Open Business Doors 21
MISCELLANEOUS
Total Miles Driven in Cruisers 81,123
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BRISTOL FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
It is the mission of the Bristol Fire Department to provide the residents and guests
of Bristol with professional fire protection, rescue and emergency medical services.
The delivery of these services is a direct result of the dedication and enthusiasm of
the trained career and on-call professional firefighters and emergency medical tech-
nicians who are the cornerstone of the organization. It is the primary objective of
the Fire Department to provide protection of life and property to all citizens and to
ensure the health and safety of our employees.
The success of the organization is directly proportional to the overall investment
made in our personnel as well as the corresponding commitment made on their
part. Both full-time and on-call personnel are required to obtain certification and
must participate in a minimum two hundred hour Firefighter I class or a basic
Emergency Medical Technician class in order to meet the minimum standards of
the Bristol Fire Department. Higher levels of formal training and certification are
also available and our personnel are encouraged and supported in their endeavor
to achieve these levels. Over the past year several department members have
earned certification in the following areas:
Ian Schaeffer Firefighter I A/B Certification NH Fire Academy
Jamie Moulton Firefighter I A/B Certification NH Fire Academy
Dyer Taylor Firefighter I A/ B Certification NH Fire Academy
Robert Emerson Firefighter I A Certification NH Fire Academy
Captain Mike Goss Firefighter Level II Certification NH Fire Academy
Lt. Catherine Pitari Firefighter Level II Certification NH Fire Academy
Joni Uitterdyk EMT-Intermediate Certification NH Technical College
Margaret Winn EMT-Intermediate Certification ALSI Conway
Lt. Chris Dolloff EMT-Intermediate Certification Lakes Region Gen. Hosp.
Jay Lena Paramedic Certification Elliot Hospital
These members join others within the organization who hold a wide range of spe-
cific certifications offered by the State of New Hampshire through the Fire Acad-
emy. We anticipate offering a state certified Firefighter I course in the coming year,
to be held at the Lake Street Fire Station.
Firefighter Robert Emerson and Lt. Chris Dolloff attend the New Hampshire Tech-
nical College and are working toward their AS degree in Fire Protection and Fire
Science. Bob is a call firefighter assigned to Engine Company 2 and Chris was hired
in November to fill a full-time vacancy and serves as Lieutenant on one of three ro-
tating shifts. The other full-time employees are Lt. Mark Chevalier and Captain
Mike Goss. Firefighter/EMT-I Joni Uitterdyk is completing her second year at
New Hampshire Technical College and is working toward an AS degree in Para-
medicine.
As a result of action taken at the 2001 Town Meeting, new two-way high band ra-
dios were purchased for the Fire Department to replace the older low band radios
Continued...
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which had been in service for many years. The need to purchase the radios was a
result of improvements made at the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Communication
Center. Each vehicle received new mobile and portable radios and a new base sta-
tion was installed in the communication room at the fire station and antenna site on
Bristol Hill. We are dependant on the ability to have two-way radio communica-
tion and the new radios provide features that were not available with the older
model radios. Other major purchases included the replacement of the flat roof at
the Lake Street Fire Station.
The department also received funding through grants from New Hampshire High-
way Safety Council and the Bristol Fire Company, who provided matching grants
to replace the aging Hurst hydraulic tool "Jaws of Life." The department now has a
full complement of hydraulic cutting and spreading equipment which allow
trained personnel to literally dismantle a vehicle to free trapped victims. We have
used this tool on many occasions allowing Emergency Medical Technicians to more
quickly deliver patients to hospitals for medical care.
The Fire Department provides contracted ambulance and emergency services to
four other communities which include Alexandria, Bridgewater, Danbury and Hill.
By regionalizing our efforts we have been able to provide a high quality service for
less than it would cost to do independently. Each of the participating towns pro-
vide a subsidy to Bristol for the service and last year the town of Bristol received
$67,716 in subsidies from the participating towns. In addition, patients who were
transported by Bristol from all of the towns generated $138,031 in ambulance re-
ceivables. Total revenue generated by the Fire Department for 2001 was
$205,747. With the total operating budget of $360,388 and the offsetting revenue the
actual cost of operating the Fire Department was $154,641.
In addition to emergency services the Bristol Fire Department provides a number of
non-emergency services to the public. This year, Lt. Catherine Pitari was assigned
as the Public Education Coordinator. Although this is a part-time role, Catherine
spends many hours working with the schools, institutions and our own department
personnel coordinating fire prevention, accident prevention, CPR and general
safety awareness within the community. Many of the department personnel are
active participants in these programs. Programs are available and can be custom-
ized to different audiences. Catherine can be reached by calling the Bristol Fire
Station at 744-2632.
Other services provided by the Fire Department are inspections and fire code en-
forcement. Working with the Town's Code Enforcement Officer, the Fire Depart-
ment has made strides toward increasing compliance with the New Hampshire
State Fire Code and adopted references. The inspections include multi-family resi-
dential and commercial buildings. Currently there are approximately 160 so called
multi-family and commercial buildings that require routine inspections. In addi-
tion to routine inspections all additions, renovations and new commercial construc-
Continiied...
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tion require plan review and approval prior to issuance of a building permit as well
as on-going inspections during construction.
The 2002 budget includes funding to add one additional full-time firefighter/EMT
to the staff. The plan calls for the position to be scheduled to work Monday
through Friday during the day hours to provide additional fire and EMS coverage.
In addition this position would be used to cover vacation, holidays, sick days and
other annual leave generated by the existing full time staff. We are also seeking to
replace the 1992 department car. A warrant article for $28,000 will be voted on at
Town Meeting for funds to replace the car with a 4-wheel drive utility vehicle. A
second warrant article requests funding to complete the payoff off the current self-
contained breathing apparatus lease.
This past year the Bristol Fire Department responded to 769 fire and emergency
medical calls in town and mutual aid to other towns. Although many of these calls
were routine, we also experienced several large loss fires, including one where a
young person lost her life. In another instance over 30 individuals were displaced
from their homes when a fire broke out at a large multi-family apartment complex.
These tragedies remind us that public education and life safety inspections are a
critical component to protecting lives and property in conjunction with maintaining
a top level suppression force. The men and women of the Bristol Fire Department
sincerely appreciate your continued support of our activities as a department.
The Town Report has been dedicated this year to Chief Engineer John Day who re-
tired from the Bristol Fire Department on October 1, 2001. John served the Depart-
ment for forty years in the capacity of firefighter, engineer, Chief Engineer and Fire
Commissioner during his tenure. What John will be mostly remembered for is his
friendship and dedication to the Bristol Fire Department. On behalf of the members
of the Department we wish John and his wife, Corrine, the best.
Respectfully submitted:
John Bianchi, Commissioner Robert Patten, Commissioner,
Steve Curley, Commissioner Norman W. Skantze, Fire Chief
BRISTOL FIRE DEPARTMENT 2001 CALL ACTIVITY
Structure Fires
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COMMUNITY FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
State of NH, DRED, Division of Forests and Lands
172 Pembroke Rd., PO Box 1856, Concord, NH 03302-1856
(603)271-2214
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire
Division of Forest and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wild-
land fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL
outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for any open burning unless the
ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding areas) is completely cov-
ered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law, and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines
up to $2,000 and/ or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression
costs. Open burning is a privilege, NOT a right. Help us to protect you and our
forest resource! Build small brush piles that can be quickly burned and extin-
guished.
New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 2001. Most of the fires were
human caused. Due to dry conditions fires spread quickly impacting more than 20
structures. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate
green space around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and
visible. Only You Can Prevent Wildland Fires. Contact your local Fire Depart-
ment or the New Hampshire Division of Forest and Lands website at www.nhdfl.
com or call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
TOTALS
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2001 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported through November 26, 2001)
TOTALS BY COUNTY
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
The winter of 2001 saw lots of snow mostly coming in February and March. We
measured 35" of snow at the shed after the storm of February 5, 2001. The Depart-
ment received some reimbursements from FEMA for the heavy amounts of snow
we received.
Summer projects were scaled back some this year because of budget short falls in
other areas. Projects completed were pavement overlays of Beech Street, Church
Street, Walnut Street, 2nd Street, 3rd Street and Timber Lane. We postponed the
reclamation and resurfacing of Prospect Street and 4th Street.
Projects for this year include the reclamation of Prospect and 4th Streets as well as
pavement overlays of Union, Cedar, Mayhew, School, Winter and Spruce Streets,
with some sand sealing for Mount Hill Road, part of Peaked Hill Road and Jenness
Hill Road. We will also be doing drainage work on Union Street and North Main
Street.
The Department also purchased a new loader and dump truck that were approved
at last Town Meeting. We have tried to make this equipment as versatile as possi-
ble with a broom attachment for the loader and a combination spreader/dump
body on the truck. We expect these new pieces of equipment to greatly enhance
our operation.
Respectfully submitted:
Mark Bucklin, Highway Superintendent
NO PARKING
ON ANY STREET
November 1 to April 1
11:00 PM to 7:00 AM
Within the limits of any street during or after any snowfall
In such a manner that it would interfere with
The plowing or removal of snow
Town Ordinance per order
Selectmen—Town of Bristol
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BRISTOL PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Bristol Public Works Department has now been operating as one department
(formerly Water and Sewer Departments) for four (4) years. Your three (3) Com-
missioners meet on the second and fourth Wednesday of each month. The combin-
ing of the fiscal portion, both budget and capital reserve accounts, of both depart-
ments is expected to be competed this year. The combining of both departments
has proved to be very beneficial.
The Ultra Violet (UV) Treatment System of our wastewater plant (installed 12 years
ago) has failed and we were not meeting our discharge permit requirement. A tem-
porary chlorination/ dechlorination system has been installed and is meeting the
permit requirements. A new chlorination/ dechlorination system has been engi-
neered and will be installed in the next year at a cost of $525,000.00. Your Commis-
sioners are working with State and Federal agencies for grant money for this pro-
posal. An article in the Warrant will address this project.
We continue to compliment our entire staff for the excellent work that is being
done. The engineering firm of Camp, Dresser and McKee has been working with
the Town on the chlorination/ dechlorination system at the wastewater plant, also
on a 20 year study of the water and wastewater treatment facility. The 20 year
study is geared toward extending our sewer lines to the Bristol portion of New-
found Lake. A draft report of this project is complete at this time, this would be a
major project for the Town. Your Commission has informed all agencies (both state
and federal) that the Town, in order to proceed with a project this size, would re-
quire at least 90% funding grants. An article in the Town Warrant will address this
further.
Submitted by:
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES REPORT
"Letters become words, words become books, books become a library."
This year the Minot-Sleeper Library Trustees have spent time thinking about the
future of our library. Our wonderful building is over 150 years old and needs some
major changes to keep up with the needs of the community. To assist with any fu-
ture plans, a Steering Committee was formed in May. The members of the Steering
Committee are Barbara Greenwood, Deborah Doe, Shirley Yorks, Linda Morgan,
Chris Stamnas, George Corrette, Judy Willson, Rebecca Herr, Colleen Symond, Jeff
Goodrum, Tim Maki, and Doreen Powden. They meet at the library on the first
Tuesday of the month, at 7:00PM.
Marilyn Blakeley was elected as a Trustee, and Deborah Gilbert has been a wonder-
ful addition to our library staff.
Eleven children participated in the summer reading program. The theme was
"Octopi Your Mind. ..Read." Two of the children, James Chang and Alison Carbee,
read twenty or more books. They both had a book added to the library collection in
their names. James Chang won a prize for having read the most, a total of 32 books.
Each child was presented with a certificate signed by Governor Jeanne Shaheen. To
finish up the summer program, an ice cream party was held on Wednesday, August
15th.
Story hour was held every Thursday for the children enrolled in the Tapply-
Thompson Community Center's Summer Camp Program.
During Old Home Day, a book and bake sale was held. This was very well at-
tended and allowed people to visit the lovely butterfly garden in the back of the li-
brary.
In December, Janice Hugron Harvey came to the library to sign her book Around
Newfound Lake. Coffee and donuts were served and a total of forty books were
sold.
Circulation Statistics for 2001
Adult Fiction 5050 Paperbacks 539
Adult Non-fiction 1336 Magazines 2249
Jr./Children Fiction 2199 Audio Books 431
Jr./Children Non-fiction 458 Videos 1982
Inter-Library Loans
Books loaned to other libraries 127 Books borrowed from other libraries 68
Our meetings are open to the public. Please feel free to attend the Trustee's meet-
ings on the second Tuesday of the month or the Steering Committee's meetings on
the first Tuesday. We welcome all suggestions and comments you might have.
Submitted by: Deborah Doe and Penny Persico, Co-Chairmen
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
Bank of New Hampshire Checking Account
Account Summary, Year 2001
Starting Balance on January 1, 2001 $1014.90
Total of 18 Deposits 4450.39
Interest earned, 12 entries 7.05
Total of 13 checks issued 4503.64
Ending Balance on December 31, 2001 968.70
Deposit Detail
01-08 From 12-00 Copier and Fines/BS $ 43.88
01-12 Interest from Endowment Fund 1474.47
01-22 From Trustee of Trust Funds 1096.57
01-22 From NHPDIP #0013, Re: Musgrove Project 266.67
02-20 Copier and Fines/ BS 50.70
03-12 Copier and Fines/BS 59.51
03-21 From Town, Re: Check #1673 8.00
04-16 Copier, Fines/BS, and Donation 69.15
05-08 Copier and Fines/BS 57.40
06-05 Copier, Fines/BS, and Donations 82.81
07-03 Copier and Fines/BS 47.70
08-02 Copier and Fines/BS 42.50
08-28 Book and Bake Sale 90.50
09-06 Copier and Fines/BS 72.16
10-02 Copier and Fines/BS 65.20
11-06 Copier, Fines/BS, and Donation 89.30
12-17 Copier and Fines/BS 43.96
12-17 From Book Sale 789.91
Disbursement Detail
02-13 Town of Bristol $2586.91
02-20 Reimburse Petty Cash 21.71
02-28 CHILIS, Summer Reading Program 8.00
04-09 Laconia Monument Company 266.67
04-10 Doreen Powden, Reimbursement 50.00
05-08 Reimburse Petty Cash 25.04
06-04 Reimburse Petty Cash 35.68
06-14 Fleet Bank-NH, to PDIP #0014 290.24
08-02 Reimburse Petty Cash 47.73
09-12 Reimburse Petty Cash 62.82
12-15 Reimburse Petty Cash 24.11
12-17 Arcadia Books Publishing 491.76
12-28 NHPDIP, to PDIP #0014 592.97
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MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
NH PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL
YEAR 2001 SUMMARY
#
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The year 2001 was another busy one for the Planning Board. The Board conducted
six site plan reviews, two subdivisions, sixteen informational meetings, six bound-
ary line adjustments and six mergers. In addition to this routine business, work
continued on a new Master Plan and on several zoning amendments. The Board
also heard presentations on its responsibilities regarding excavation and on the
draft management plan prepared by the Pemigewassett River Local Advisory Com-
mittee (PRLAC).
Although significant progress was made on the new Master Plan, the project
has proven to be more extensive than originally anticipated. A draft of the Pur-
poses and Goals section was reviewed and revised by the Planning Board. The
Downtown Committee headed by Mason Westfall conducted a parking survey in
August. New sketches showing some possible downtown improvements were pre-
pared by the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC), and the Downtown sec-
tion is now essentially complete. Karen Nunes worked with LRPC on a new Con-
servation and Preservation section, and her draft is being reviewed by the Conser-
vation Commission as of this writing. Updates were made to the Historic Resource
Inventory and new pictures taken by Don Martin were incorporated. We are cur-
rently negotiating with LRPC for professional help on the Land Use, Population
and Housing sections, and hope to complete the new Master Plan in 2002.
Several amendments to the Zoning Regulations were discussed by the Board
and at public hearings. They ranged from perfunctory changes updating the Flood
Plain Ordinance to significant changes in allowed uses in some districts. The zon-
ing proposals also included cell tower regulation and impact fee legislation.
Issues likely to be considered in 2002 include architectural design standards for
commercial buildings (supported by 74% in the 1999 Community Opinion Survey),
the adoption of building codes (required in areas designated as special flood hazard
areas to maintain the availability of federal flood insurance), the adoption of the
PRLAC Pemi River Management Plan as an adjunct to the Master Plan, and the
creation of an Historic District Commission. In addition, we have recently become
aware that in 1987, the Town authorized the Planning Board to prepare a Capital
Improvements Plan, and we anticipate working with the Selectmen to fulfill this
responsibility.
The dedication and commitment shown by the members of the Planning Board
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
The Zoning Board hears applications from property owners who are appealing an
administrative order, determination or decision, and from those who wish to re-
ceive a variance or special exception from the zoning rules of the Town of Bristol.
There are five members of the Board. If you are interested in serving the Town, the
Selectmen are looking for volunteers to appoint. Alternative members are needed if
you would like to learn about the Zoning Board but don't want to commit to a year
or more of service.
If you will be making changes to your property, remember to check the zoning
rules of the Town of Bristol. Variations to these rules will require that you need to
appear before the Zoning Board. These rules are available at the Town Hall.




Transferred to another authority
Continued
Compliance hearings
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KELLEY PARK COMMISSION
In keeping with the Master Plan, Kelley Park received many changes during 2001.
The Babe Ruth/ field hockey field received the most improvements. In order to re-
direct early spring run-off and heavy rains from the field, 750 feet of 4-inch drain-
age pipe was laid along the fence and connected to a large catch basin. Next, the
existing loam and subsoil were stripped from the field and sandy fill was brought
in to establish a proper grade for a level playing field. Once final grade was com-
pleted, the field was hydro-seeded and a portion of the walking path was con-
structed.
A new, 9-foot sign welcoming the community into the Park was designed and con-
structed. It is similar to the signs found throughout the Town limits. The new
granite post sign will be erected in early spring.
The Kelley Park Commission wishes to extend their thanks to the community for
their continuous support. The Commission is still seeking members. If anyone is
interested, please contact the Selectmen's office.
Respectfully submitted: Kelley Park Commission
Scott Doucette Jamie Robinson
Kathleen Haskell Will Thayer
Shane Tucker
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The 1999 Community Opinion Survey revealed that 94% of the respondents sup-
port town involvement in the encouragement and preservation of areas of scenic or
natural beauty. It is to this end that the Commission dedicates its activities.
When one alters the natural conditions of property the Commission is available to
assist Bristol residents in adhering to the environmental and zoning laws of the-
Town and State. Dredge and Fill Permits for dock replacement may be obtained
from the Town Clerk's office. It is the Commission's responsibility to guide inter-
ested persons through the process while working with the Department of Environ-
mental Services Wetlands Bureau's designated agent for this area.
In October, Commission member Marion Robie's letter of resignation was accepted
with regret. We miss Marion's presence, her sensitivity to conservation issues,
sense of humor and contagious laughter. Her loyal and dedicated service to the
Commission and the Town is appreciated by all.
The Town is honored to have Mason Westfall serve as president (2002) of the New
Hampshire Association of Conservation Commissions. He was installed to the As-
sociation's highest office at a ceremony in Concord, November 3, 2001; we wish him
well as he serves our state during this term.
The Bristol Conservation Commission continues to fulfill its obligations under State
Statute RSA 35-A; some of the activities this past year included:
1. Members attended numerous regional and state meetings relating to conser-
vation and environmental issues.
2. Shaun Lagueux's completion (February) of the boundary marking and
posting Commission tags along the Bennett Wetland boundary.
3. Breck-Plankey spring was tested by NH Department of Environmental Ser-
vices twice (April 11 and October 1) during the year.
4. Participation (July) in Hazardous Waste Collection Day.
5. Walking (November) the Catterall property to familiarize members with the
responsibilities and requirements for monitoring the Catterall Conservation
Easement.
6. Developing a Protected Lands of Bristol Map in concert with the Lakes Re-
gion Planning Commission (LRPC). Shaun Lagueux submitted a draft for
review; it is anticipated the LRPC will print a final copy in 2002.
7. The Commission met (December) with Robert Curdie, Bristol Code Enforce-
ment Officer to coordinate mutual interests.
Respectfully submitted:
Carroll Brown, Jr. Shaun Lagueux Janet Cote
Mason Westfall M. Weston Dow, Chairperson
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BRISTOL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
On behalf of the Bristol Historical Society I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the voters of Bristol who gave us a ten year lease for one dollar a year for the
use of the Old Fire House for meetings and displaying Bristol's past at our last
Town Meeting.
In return for your generosity we have greatly improved the upstairs area that was
allotted to us. Mason Westfall repaired and painted the ceiling at his expense. Bob
Blanchard repaired a wall and made shelves. His labor was donated as well as
some material. Bob also hung all of our portraits and signs on the walls. Skip
Moyer was hired to install new overhead lights with new wiring, new switches,
outlets and a new outside light. Roger French and Barney were hired to paint the
interior walls and windows. Two panes of glass were installed in a window and
the window was replaced over the sink. Marilyn and Bill Johnson donated a ceiling
fan and it was installed and wired by Skip. RP Williams donated several gallons of
paint. Numerous cans of discarded paint were left in the storage area. They were
dried out over the summer and properly discarded. Joe and JP Morrison and crew
moved our heavy show cases. It was very much appreciated. Mark Bucklin and
crew hung our sign over the fire house garage doors. Thanks Mark. Not counting
all the volunteer hours that went into transforming the building we have spent over
$1500.00. We are almost moved in. We are accepting artifacts from friends and
members.
The Richard W. Musgrove plaque was mounted on the rock which was placed near
the bridge earlier. The plaque was purchased and mounted by Laconia Monument
Co. Senator Ned Gordon was responsible for having the State place the signs on
the two entrances. The bridge is officially named the Richard W. Musgrove Bridge.
We are keeping abreast of the planning stage of the bridge spanning the Pemige-
wasset River from Bristol to New Hampton. It has to be repaired or replaced.
Janice Harvey of Hill, NH, author of Images of America Around Newfound Lake,
asked at one of our meetings if we would allow her to borrow photographs for the
book. Members with their own collections offered her their material also. Our Soci-
ety was one of several towns that donated material for her use. Janice prepared a
wonderful book on the history of our towns.
We held a successful "Open House" on September 29. Our speaker for the occasion
was our own Senator Ned Gordon. His subject was Senators from Bristol since its
incorporation in 1819. Thanks to all of our members who helped prepare the build-
ing and also baking such wonderful food for our refreshments.
We lost two long-time members in the fall: Orvis Hopkins, who must have thought
alot of Bristol, and Fannie Caldwell. Orvis gave us numerous photos he had fin-
ished up for us, plus many clippings he had cut from newspapers. They are all
dated. He also gave us a table from Prince's Place at the foot of the lake. He served
as treasurer and was Continued...
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active in his younger days. He served on many town committees and held offices
in town. He was also a teacher. Fanny Caldwell also died. She was very interested
in the Society. She was former treasurer. She left a legacy of her unique printing
style. She printed names and information for our portraits and other artifacts. The
drawing of the Nelson mortar was used on the inside of Town reports for a few
years. Fannie drew that and her signature is visible.
This fall a group of third and fourth graders and another group of fourth graders
from Bristol Elementary School, accompanied by their teachers and aides, visited
our building. Their visit was in conjunction with the subject they were studying.
We were glad to have them and in the future we hope to be more prepared.
Our future plans will be to encourage people to look up genealogies and trace their
homes and other buildings back to when there was only land.
Submitted by:
Beverly McKenna, President
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SCHOOL SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
With broad representation from the member communities, the School Space Needs
Committee has been meeting regularly since its initial meeting on September 19,
2001. Charged with assessing the space needs of all schools within the School Dis-
trict, the Committee presented an initial progress report to the School Board on
January 14th. As part of our efforts to keep the communities informed about our
work on behalf of the School District, we are providing copies of that report to
those listed above. Additional copies are available at the Superintendent's office for
anyone interested in having one.
The Committee is now engaged in establishing a priority list of the needs identified
thus far as an essential component of our work in the development of a long-range
facility master plan. We have been asked to present such a plan for the Superinten-
dent's consideration prior to his making any recommendations about addressing
school facility needs to the School Board. Attempting to coordinate the timing of
any recommendations we might make with the completion of long-term debt pay-
ments for the High School, we hope to have the first phases of the long-range plan
available for consideration at the Annual School District Meeting, 2003.
The current membership of the Committee is listed on page 2 of the report. We in-
vite your comments, criticisms, reactions and suggestions. You can contact any
member of our group or reach me at 744-3341. We also invite others to join us in
our work. Those interested should contact the Superintendent's office at 744-5555.
We support the District's efforts to strengthen its long-range planning efforts in
many areas and hope that our work can help our schools provide excellent instruc-
tional spaces for all of our students.
Sincerely,
George Blaisdell, Chairman
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TAPPLY-THOMPSON COMMUNITY CENTER
The staff of the TTCC wishes everyone a happy and healthy New Year. The year
2001 was very productive at the TTCC. We completed a number of exciting pro-
jects. The main entrance porch of the Center was rebuilt and the other porch was
enclosed to add much needed storage space. With 55 teams involved in our sports
programs it is always difficult to find space for equipment and supplies.
We were fortunate to receive a grant from NH Rural Development to build addi-
tional office space and a computer room for the children. With this money we were
also able to purchase new computers, a printer and scanner. We will also be adding
a homework area with this money.
The Center was pleased to have Lorraine Sullivan, a PSC student, do her internship
with us throughout the winter and spring. With our busy after-school program her
help was invaluable.
Many new programs were added during the year. We started a volleyball program
for boys and girls; a field hockey camp for girls with the help of Kammi Reynolds
and the Newfound Regional High School field hockey team; adult dance classes; a
girls basketball clinic; and expanded our Tot Time program to two days per week.
The Center revamped our basketball program this year. We split the 3rd through
6th grade leagues to all boys and all girls teams. This was done to give the girls a
better opportunity to learn the game and encourage more girls to participate.
The Center joined the Cal Ripken/ Babe Ruth program this year allowing our 26
teams a better opportunity to play in tournaments and with other towns.
We want to thank the Newfound Area School District for their continued support of
the TTCC and its programs. We hold many of our programs and practices at the
local schools to accommodate our growing numbers. During basketball season you
will find our program in the Bristol Elementary School, Newfound Memorial Mid-
dle School and at the Bridgewater Hebron Village School. We are grateful for their
appreciation of the importance of recreation in the Newfound area.
In closing, the TTCC wishes to thank the many Bristol volunteers that have donated
their time and energies by working in our sports leagues, helping with our Haunted
House, Santa's Village (we had 1067 visitors this year) and our numerous other
fundraising and youth activities. Thank you all!!! We couldn't do it without you.
Respectfully submitted:
Leslie Dion, Director of Recreation
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NEWFOUND AREA NURSING ASSOCIATION
214 Lake St. Bristol NH 03222
(603)744-2733
Mission Statement: To promote health and provide therapeutic services for indi-
viduals and families in our community. Our services and programs are individual-
ized to maximize outcomes and enhance quality of life in the community.






Home Health Aide 5675
Homemaker 891
Supervisory 364
Medical Social Worker 10
Total 11,414
Outreach Programs:
Well Child Clinics: monthly clinics for physicals, immunizations, nutrition,
and health education, and referral for 45 children
School Immunizations: Hepatitis B (series of three) for 28 students
Flu vaccines: 455
Pneumonia Vaccines: 17
Newfound Area Parental Support Programs:
Tots Play Time (Summer): sixteen weeks, 12 parent and children couplets at-
tended (468 contacts)
Parent Mentor Visits: home visits by 8 trained volunteers to support new par-
ents in their homes
Parent/ Infant Support Group: meets weekly (315 contacts)
Women's Support Group: met weekly for 24 weeks (60 contacts)
Active Parenting Training: three courses, each six weeks, of parenting and life
skills (120 contacts)
Newborn Visits: home visits by a Registered Nurse to assess 24 infant/ mother
couplets, provide education, referral and gift bags
Quarterly Informational Packets: to 102 parents of infants and small children
(408 contacts)
Other Community Offerings:
Hypertension Screenings: 12 clinics (128 contacts)
Foot Care Clinics: 50 clinics (75 contacts)
Mental Health for Homebound Elders (MHHE): 97 visits to homebound sen-
iors to assess them for depression and anxiety, education and referral
Friendly Visitor Program: 14 trained volunteers visit isolated and depressed
Continued...
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Newfound Area Nursing Association Continued...
seniors in their homes - part of MHHE program
Hospice Volunteers: 13 trained Hospice volunteers provide support for ill and
dying clients and their families (320 hours)
Lab Services: blood draws on homebound individuals
Newfound Area Nursing Association is pleased to offer quality home care and sup-
portive services to area residents. The year 2001 has been difficult for the New-
found Area Nursing Association due to changes in the Medicare Prospective Pay-
ment System, major problems with financial software, and short staffing. Although
nationally there is a shortage of nurses, we are proud to say that NANA has never
denied service to anyone for that reason. The staff, volunteers and Board work very
hard to meet the health care needs of those in our community. Plans for 2002 in-
clude fully implementing new clinical and financial packages and further develop-
ing the home care program. Beginning in January 2002, the clinical staff will use
Palm PC's to enter client visit information. We are looking forward to a healthy
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Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private non-profit organization
that provides programs and services to support the health and well-being of our
older citizens. The Council's programs enable elderly individuals to remain inde-
pendent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon,
Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln and also sponsors the Retired and Senior Vol-
unteer Program of the Upper Valley and White Mountains (RSVP). Through the
centers and RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range of commu-
nity-based long-term services including home delivered meals, congregate dining
programs, transportation, adult day care, chore/home repair services, recreational
and educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.
During 2001, 214 older residents of Bristol were served by one or more of the Coun-
cil's programs offered through the Plymouth Regional Senior Center or Bristol Area
Senior Services.
• Older adults from Bristol enjoyed 1953 balanced meals in the company of
friends in the senior dining rooms.
• They received 5672 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring
volunteers.
• Bristol residents were transported to health care providers or other community
resources on 420 occasions by our lift-equipped buses.
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-term care
through 436 visits by a trained social worker.
• Bristol's citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to work for a
better community through 1240 hours of volunteer service.
• The cost to provide Council services for Bristol residents in 2001 was $55,339.25
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own
homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and increas-
ing physical frailty. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for our older
friends and neighbors. In addition, community-based services offered by the Coun-
cil save tax dollars over nursing home care or other long-term care options. As our
population grows older, supportive services such as those offered by the Council
become even more critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Bristol's support for
our programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and en-
able them to meet the challenges of aging in the security and comfort of their own
communities and homes.
Submitted by: Carol W. Dustin, Executive Director
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REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF COUNCIL DISTRICT ONE
BY RAYMOND S. BURTON, COUNCILOR-DISTRICT ONE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
338 River Rd., Bath, NH 03740 or
State House Room 207, 107 N. Main St., Concord, NH 03301
(603) 747-3662 or 271-3632
E-mail ray.burton4@gte.net or
rburton@gov.state.nh.us
The Governor and five member Executive Council are very much like an elected
"Board of Directors", who along with 294 Commissioners and Directors, administer
the laws and budget as passed by the New Hampshire General Court (House and
Senate).
We perform a variety of Executive Branch functions, such as, general supervision of
all state departments and state expenditures, pardon matters, eminent domain,
state contracts and leases, public waters, the planning of the Transportation 10-year
plan, and confirmation of the Governor's nominations to the Judicial Branch of your
NH State Government (for a complete explanation, please contact my office).
As we look into the immediate future, I would encourage all citizens to be in con-
tact with all of us in your elected representative bodies, at the local, state and fed-
eral levels. We cannot truly represent you if we do not know of your ideas, con-
cerns and aspirations.
If you are interested in serving on a volunteer commission or board, please contact
my office at 271-3632 or Kathy Goode, Director of Appointments and Governor
Shaheen's Liaison to the Council at 271-2121. The District Health Councils are al-
ways looking for members; if interested, please call Lori Real at 1-800-852-3345 ext.
4235 and request a packet of information about what this key planning process is all
about. All of the Governor and Council appointments to Boards and Commissions
are listed in the Webster System at webster.state.nh.us/sos/redbook/ index.htm.
We need to work our NH Congressional Delegation in Washington. Senators Judd
Gregg and Bob Smith and Congressmen Charlie Bass and John Sununu all have
strong and powerful committee assignments and we are well connected to do more
for NH. We need to let them know what is needed for our localities and regions, so
ring their bell... Senator Gregg at (603)225-7115; Senator Smith at 1-800-922-2230;
Congressman Bass at (603)226-0249; and Congressman Sununu at (603)641-9536.
It is a pleasure to serve you. Please contact my office for a listing of toll free 800
numbers and a copy of the newly printed NH Constitution. Always know that I am
ready to assist you, your town and region.
Raymond S. Burton
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
103 Main Street, Suite #3
Meredith, NH 03253
(603)279-8171
With a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton
and Merrimack Counties, the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) provides
a wide range of planning services to its members. Our work program is as compre-
hensive as it is full, with activities ranging from technical assistance, geographic in-
formation systems, transportation, land use and environmental planning, to eco-
nomic development. We are funded from multiple sources including local and
state government, as well as special studies. LRPC is contacted many times each
week for answers to local issues. We also continue to maintain a regular dialogue
with state agencies that depend on us as a resource for the entire Lakes Region.
Our goal remains to provide support and leadership to the region, its governments,
businesses, and citizens.
Here are a few of our accomplishments over the past year:
Provided the Bristol Planning Board with a copy of the Ossipee Zoning Ordi-
nance relative to land use and transportation.
Furnished information related to highway projects in downtown Bristol.
Reviewed the Town's Zoning Ordinance with the Land Use Committee.
Provided information on the process, procedures and legality of an approval
for site plan review.
Responded to an inquiry regarding sprawl options for Bristol's ordinance and
regulation changes in preparation for March 2001 Town Meeting.
Provided the Bristol Planning Board with zoning definitions for a convenience
store and grocery store.
Reviewed Bristol's Site Plan Regulations.
Provided the Town of Bristol with information regarding the procedures to fol-
low for site plan applications that require variances prior to the site plan ap-
proval and also zoning procedures.
Responded to an inquiry regarding eligibility for membership on the ZBA.
Provided information on when a zoning ordinance kicks in regarding the trans-
fer of properties which are non-conforming.
Furnished information regarding site plan review, traffic counts on local roads,
and environmental regulation.
Provided information regarding Town requirements for roads in subdivisions
regarding maximum allowable slope.
Responded to an inquiry regarding acceptable road standards for local town
roads with respect to grade.
Continued...
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Lakes Region Planning Commission continued...
Ordered and delivered to the Bristol Planning Board seventeen copies of the
2000-2001 NH Edition Planning and Land Use Regulation books at considerable
savings.
Completed the Lakes Region Transportation Improvement Program and for-
warded a prioritized list of projects to the NH DOT as part of the biennial up-
date of the NH State Transportation Improvement Program.
Coordinated the 16th annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection, with
nearly 2400 households from 27 communities participating. Over 16,000 gal-
lons of toxic household products were removed.
Performed approximately 130 traffic counts and several local road inventories
in cooperation with the NH Department of Transportation.
Completed the region's first digital land use map, which is available to local
and regional organizations.
Updated the Development Trends in the Lakes Region Annual Report using
survey data.
Provided administrative and technical support to the Pemigewasset River Local
Advisory Committee leading to the completion of the draft Management Plan
for the Pemigewasset River.
Located childcare centers, assisted housing, public transportation, and major
employers across the region to assist with local and regional development plan-
ning.
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where practic-
ing attorneys provided a legal perspective on "The How, Who, What , Where
and Why Plans"; "Towers, Traditions and Topless Dancers"; and "Innovative
Land Use Regulations."
Entered into an agreement with the NH Office of Emergency Management to
prepare two pilot hazard mitigation plans. These plans are used to facilitate
mitigation funds from the federal government.
In cooperation with the Society for the Protection of NH Forests and the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, initiated data collection on new municipal conser-
vation lands.
Prepared and hosted citizen education workshops on How to Prepare a Master
Plan, and Planning Board Processes and Procedures.
Convened four area commission meetings that focused on transportation, his-
toric preservation, Main Street, and groundwater, highlighted by a nationally
renown planning expert at the summer annual meeting.
Organized National Flood Insurance (NFIP) workshops for local officials.
Prepared an innovative land use and transportation Power Point presentation
for local communities focusing on sprawl reducing and community building
strategies. The presentation can be customized and made available to any com-
munity, upon request.
Continued...
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Lakes Region Planning Commission continued...
Coordinated the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product Facility Commit-
tee to examine the possibility of siting a permanent household hazardous prod-
uct facility.
Continued to organize and convene meetings of the LRPC Transportation Tech-
nical Advisory Committee to improve transportation planning.
Completed Plan 2000, an update of the Lakes Region Transportation Technical
Advisory Committee to improve transportation planning.
Completed a survey and report on issues that affect home based employment.
Hosted a statewide meeting to discuss the update of the NH DOT Rail Plan.
We look forward to assisting your community in the future.
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
DATE & PLACE
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Zoning Board of Adjustment
Each Thursday at 7:00 PM
Town Office Building
2nd Monday of each month 7:00 PM
Town Office Building
1st Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM
Town Office Building
4th Wednesday of each month at
7:00 PM Fire Station
Last Wednesday of each month at 7:00 PM
Town Office Building
2nd Tuesday of each month at 7:00 PM
Library
2nd & 4th Wednesday of each month at
7:00 PM Town Office Building
1st Thursday of each month at 9:00 AM
3rd Monday of each month 7:00 PM
Town Office Building
2nd and 4th Wednesday of each Month at
4:00 PM Town Office Building








Monday - Friday 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
744-8478
Monday - Friday 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Thursday Evening 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
PUBLIC WORKS OFFICE
744-8411
Monday - Friday 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER/ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
744-3354
Tuesday 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM





Friday 8:30 AM - 1:00 PM
WELFARE OFFICER
744-2522
Saturday By Appointment Only
BRISTOL SOLID WASTE TRANSFER FACILITY
TRANSFER STATION & BURNABLES AREA
Monday, Wednesday & Saturday 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM
MINOT-SLEEPER LIBRARY
744-3352
Monday, Wednesday & Friday 1 :00 PM - 8:00 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
T)
